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Recovering Hybrid Spaces in  
Language Histories:  

(Past) Delhi To (Virtually) Punjab

AyeshA KidwAi

par kaun jaye ae zauq, ye dilli ki galiyan chhorh kar
But who can go, O Zauq, leaving these lanes of  Delhi behind

Zauq (1789–1854)

dil ki basti bhi shehar dilli hai
jo bhi guzra usee ne loota.
An abode of  the heart too is the city of  Delhi
Whosoever passed by it, looted it.

Mir Taqi Mir (1723–1810)

jai nagri raihi ho bai ki si kaih
Billaia le gaye oonth ko
Hanji, hanji kahiyo’
Do and say what everybody else in the neighbourhood says.
If  they say, the cat carried away the camel
Your reply should be Oh yes, oh yes’.1

IntroductIon

I write this article from Delhi, with a single question in mind: why 
has it been that for any multilingual space like the city, its popular 
history never bears the inscription of  more than one language? In 
the popular imagination, the ruling composite image of  Delhi is of  a 
city doubly marked by the dazzle and cavort of  the poetic word and 
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the deadly glint of  swords and bayonets, as they repeatedly rend the 
fabric of  a fragile, but oh so alluring, secular culture, woven by the 
magic of  language. Urdu is the language of  that city, an idiom that 
threads through a city of  narrow lanes and by-lanes, and is the art by 
which its inhabitants give meaning to life itself. And today, both city 
and language lie in tatters, overrun by alien tongues and sensibilities; 
first in the aftermath of  Partition, and later by the never-ending 
influx of  migrants from the poorer parts of  eastern and northern 
India.

For those whom this rudimentary vision of  the past provides 
refuge, the first two epigraphs to this essay are constitutive; but for 
others who believe that no one language can ever live in an entire 
city, the third proverb directs us to imagine a linguistic past of  the 
city where there is art not only in poetry and inclusion not only 
through Urdu, but a mélange of  languages that live together in 
the selves of  writers, artisans, migrants, and householders. These 
languages and selves may not today be a past that is recoverable as 
a popular cultural memory, but they are accretions of  a past that 
merits reflection.

In this paper, I will explore two ways in which this cultural past 
may be recovered through a re-imagination of  the languages that live 
in cosmopolitan spaces. The first (somewhat dismal) attempt is my 
own, in which I try to construct the history of  multilingual Delhi, 
and the second (ultimately successful) one is an internet chatroom’s 
reconstruction of  a history for modern Punjabi.

the Lost Languages of deLhI: MusIngs and a few facts

Most of  the great Urdu poets of  the 19th century were migrants 
from lands where Awadhi and Braj were spoken—indeed the Urdu 
they composed in bore the mark of  these languages. If  we could 
dare to ask of  our vision of  them, “what languages did they speak at 
home?”, a quite different Delhi would emerge. For, ironically, in this 
most multi-linguistic of  a space that is South Asia, the one history 
that cannot yet be written is the history of  multilinguality itself. 
Beyond the knowledge of  Persian for the elites—the court language 
until the end of  the 18th century—what other languages lived in 
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the Delhi area? From Farooqui’s (2010) Besieged: Voices from Delhi 
1857, we know that there were babu Bengalis, Jain, UP Kayasth, and 
Punjabi merchants, the marauding Gujjars and Jats, and the vast 
urban poor, sons and daughters of  people called Jakku and Duhar, 
of  the qaum Kori, and named Bhikhari, Bilasia and Mahangu. Did 
these groups speak their own languages in their homes and galis? It 
is hard to imagine that they did not—but were there public spheres, 
firmans, police stations, and newspapers, that these speakers could 
access? And what of  English, the language that was so powerful 
that there must have been some elites that spoke it well, beyond the 
chhota hazree, beershurab and simpkin (champagne) that the colonial 
masters required of  them?

Sadly, however, these questions and their answers are effectively 
silenced forever, as neither the Censuses of  India that the British 
(since 1881) or sovereign India has conducted has recorded this 
information. Moreover, as the only two vehicles that the multilingual 
selves of  the denizens of  this city could ride on were Perso-Arabic and 
Devanagari—both scripts caught in an increasingly bitter struggle 
with each other over their common base, Khari Boli—we will never 
know enough. Yet, while we may know nothing of  the meanings 
of  the names they gave the areas of  Delhi they lived in, their idiom 
lives on in the sounds of  place-names of  this city—Nangloi, Kucha 
Chelan, Bijwasan, Khari Baoli, Lado Sarai and Jhatika.

In this elision of  a multilingual past, this city is far from unusual, 
as all places with rulers, courts and durbars are much the same, 
because in the acknowledgement of  multilingualism lies democracy. 
It was first after 1947, or so the popular narrative goes, Delhi’s true 
tryst with the multilingualism comes with the arrival of  the Other, 
and the departure (forced or otherwise) of  many of  its traditional 
denizens. With the arrival of  the battered and worn refugees from 
across the border, the aap-janaab culture so carefully nurtured by 
the elites of  Delhi was (it is said) tainted forever by the tu-tu, mE-mE 
that the distraught refugees brought with them. In an account of  
the Delhi of  1947–48 by Anis Kidwai that I have translated (Kidwai 
2011), we however get glimpses of  a more complex linguistic reality. 
In the world that Anis Kidwai witnesses there is also a ‘brahmin 
zamindar Pandit Jaidev—A pure Delhiwala, he spoke a mix of  the 
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high language of  Shahjahanabad and the Karkhandari dialect, and 
wrote in the Persianized variety’; a noble Swamiji by whose speeches 
she was enthralled: ‘be it on matters of  law, politics, international 
affairs, or religion, through his rustic tongue would shine his innate 
intelligence.’ There is also a Mohammad Anis: ‘while his dress was 
Madrasi, his language was pure Urdu.’ Moreover, the refugees were 
not all Punjabi speakers either—‘They weren’t relatives, friends, or 
neighbours; they often didn’t understand each other’s tongues.’

In the years following Partition, this city of  the heart (dilli), 
this perpetual gateway (Sanskrit dehali, Persian dehleez) had to be 
envisioned anew. However, much like its new name Delhi—vaguely 
Anglicised and unrooted in any language—the city made no attempt 
to connect the languages of  the people to those of  governance, 
naming Hindi and English as its official languages. In one fell swoop, 
the bulk of  its refugees and its original denizens were all even-
handedly made illiterate, as both the languages that crossed over 
and the languages that were crossed out were written in the Perso-
Arabic script. The post-independence history is thus marked by the 
tragedies of  not one, but two languages—Urdu and Punjabi.

For Urdu, the extent of  the tragedy is well known—so much so 
that there are now today more mourners for the language than its 
speakers. However, the one aspect of  its decline that is not remarked 
upon enough is that the hallmark of  this language is its polyphony 
(see also Kidwai 2010). The speaker/writer of  Urdu who is mourned 
today was an etymological detective and a linguistic democrat—the 
fullness of  the effect of  a turn of  phrase lies in appreciating which 
language a word comes from, and all the senses that the word has 
both within that one language and across the other languages that 
have used it. To truly appreciate that text (such as the immortal 
Ghalib in laag ho to us ko ham samjheN lagaav, jab na ho kuchh bhii to 
dhokhaa khaayeN kyaa ‘If  there were animosity, I would take it (to 
be) attachment/when there is nothing at all, what delusion can one 
foster?),2 one has to know and speak more than one language. By 
employing exclusively one stock (the Perso-Arabic), and by being 
claimed by speakers who fashion themselves as monolinguals, Urdu 
can never be itself, because now it is by itself. For a language that 
springs from intersections and interstices between many idioms, 
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the tragedy of  Urdu has been that Partition brutally amputated its 
connections with the other languages that fed it. No wonder that 
there are no real takers amongst Urduwalas for the thesis that Urdu 
persists just because Perso-Arabic words are still in currency.

While the contentious Hindi vs. Urdu debates that had ebbed 
and swelled over the seven decades preceding 1947 were irrevocably 
settled by Partition, the Sanskritisation process necessary to yield a 
distinct language called Hindi took other victims besides Urdu. In the 
process of  expelling the ‘Pakistan that was within us’, the excision of  
the Perso-Arabic stock and its script, severely debilitated Punjabi as 
well. For the migrants, learning a new script was hard enough, but 
when even the shared store of  words was Partitioned, using them a 
means of  transport to a new language became impossible. And when 
the Arya Samaj led movement in the Punjab (where Punjabi Hindus 
claimed that they spoke Hindi) met with success in independent 
India [see Brass 1974, 2001; Singh 1997 for a full historical account]), 
this city too agreed that Punjabi was just a ‘dialect of  Hindi, that it 
lacked a real literature, that it didn’t really have a useful script, and 
therefore could not be officially recognised.

In 2003, the Delhi government finally made Urdu and Punjabi 
associate official languages. Too late, would have to be the cry, as the 
generations who could have infused the life of  the city with these 
languages are either silenced by time, or averted their gaze from 
these languages; but perhaps not forever. Nearly 81% of  the people 
reported Hindi as their mother tongue in the Census 2001, 7 per 
cent claimed Punjabi, about 6.3 per cent Urdu and a mere 1.5 per 
cent Bengali. There are 91,000 Malayalam speakers, nearly half  a 
lakh Assamese and many unnamed others.

A comparison with Mumbai, a city also marked by a huge 
influx of  people but where Marathi mother tongue claimants 
constitute only about 40% of  the city’s population, suggests that the 
facts behind these figures may well be ones in which people have 
accommodated to this city’s perversely monolingual image of  itself. 
Fuelled by the fact that Partition had forced this city to redefine itself  
without reference to its past, the choice of  Hindi, a ‘new’ language, 
was one attempt to move forward. Initially accommodated by the 
Indian state’s definition of  Hindi to include as many as fifty different 
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speech varieties under its rubric, everyone in Delhi was officially a 
Hindi speaker. However, it is the nature of  names that their referents 
alter, and so Hindi is now no shorthand for fifty distinct languages—
in fact, it names just itself, and erases these others. It is therefore 
deeply ironic that Delhi’s name is not added to Mumbai’s when the 
imposition of  a particular language is spoken about.

However, just as it is with the case of  language maintenance, the 
responsibility of  writing and interpreting the history and the present 
of  a language does not lie only with governments, it is also rests with 
the people, and not merely in their interaction with instruments 
like the census, etc. In the communally charged milieu in which 
various languages in north India live, making sense of  the past is 
crucial to owning the language. It is the politics of  the model that 
Hindi has adopted that engenders this: a modern Indian standard 
language is defined by its ruthlessness in expelling the ‘invader’s 
‘alien’ vocabulary and developing a new one based on ‘indigenous’ 
languages. Owing to the political power of  Hindi in independent 
India, every other Indo-Aryan language has had to decide whether to 
adopt the same strategy for the Perso-Arabic words in its repertoire, 
and thereby walk on a double-edged sword. If  it does, the language 
itself  is split into two—one before the pogrom, and the one after, as 
well as split from the people—if  it does not, then every Perso-Arabic 
word that remains is a quisling.

Hindi has walked this path with the might of  the State (and 
a handful of  enthusiasts from the Hindu Right) as its navigator, 
but the other Indo-Aryan languages, many of  which have had 
resentful relations with Hindi as well, are not so equipped, and 
Sanskritisation has not become an agenda of  the people. One such 
language is Punjabi. In the remainder of  this paper, I will examine 
one such attempt to build a history of  the language in an engaging, 
well-informed discussion on <www.punjabiportal.com> about the 
sources of  the Punjabi language and its current status. I will show 
that the discussion is a working out of  a history for the language 
that negotiates the minefields that communally inflected notions 
of  Urdu, Arabic, Turkish, Persian, and Sanskrit present, to arrive 
at a past, a present, and a future for a language that belongs to the 
Indian, the Pakistani as well as the diaspora.
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froM MonoLInguaL to MuLtI-cuLturaL Punjab

Punjabiportal.com is a portal open to all ‘who seek to raise the 
level of  Punjab, Punjabiyat and its real rich culture as we know it. 
Punjabiyat is not about being from a certain religious sect. Punjabiyat 
is not about being a Sikh or a Hindu, it’s about being a Punjabi.’ The 
portal has 20159 registered users, but since all published threads are 
visible to guests as well, it is quite likely read by many more visitors. 
The discussion of  interest to me is the discussion on the History 
of  the Punjabi language, which began on 21 October 2011, and 
continues to the time of  this essay (4 November 2011). I will give a 
brief  narrative of  the first three days of  the thread, focusing on just 
a fraction of  the (edited) posts on the debate.

In what follows, I have quoted selections from the posts 
as they appear on the site, only editing spelling mistakes and 
punctuation, wherever necessary. An important qualification is also 
in order before I begin: while I will use the term ‘Hindutva’ thesis/
perspective/imagination quite frequently in the discussion, I do 
not intend these phrases to be read as imputing the politics of  the 
Hindu Right to any of  the posters. Rather, I use the phrase(s) to 
refer to that particular mix of  racist colonial and Hindu supremacist 
historical construction which is tremendously influential in popular 
discourse about language—given that Islam comes to north India 
through ‘invasion’, the languages associated with Islam must have 
too, and are therefore fundamentally ‘alien’ and ‘imposed’. Under 
this simple formulation, each Perso-Arabic word in an Indo-Aryan 
language is a ‘blot’ that can be rubbed out only if  (i) a pre-Islamic\
non-Perso-Arabic and ‘pure’ past for the language is constructed, 
and (ii) all future development in the language is in consonance with 
its ‘Indian, i.e. Sanskrit or Indus valley civilisation based roots.

The discussion is initiated by a regular user @anakhi with the 
following questions (in this, and the following posts, all emphases 
mine). Note the use of  ‘invasion’ here, a short hand for the Hindutva 
politics of  the insider-outsider, which it seeks to map onto categories 
of  ‘Hindu and Muslim. (The Punjabi translation is far more benign—
it translates to ‘those who came from outside’):
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Postby anakhi » October 21st, 2011, 7:01 am

...Eh thread ‘ch kirpa karke sanjha karo jehRiaa. N tabdeelia. n Punjabi 
bhasha ‘ch hoyea ne. Esde bare duje threads andar thodi moti jaankari ditti 
hoyee aa par je ik jagah kathi ho jaave te sire to. n history ditti jaave taa. n 
bohat vadiya hoyu.
Let’s discuss in this thread the many changes that have taken place in 
the Punjabi language. Although there has been some discussion on 
other threads, if  we can gather all this information together and give 
a history [to the language], that will be great.
Some topics to consider:
Languages spoken in the Punjab region from beginning of  history 
(shuru ton Punjab ‘ch bolan valian bashava. n)
earliest forms [of] literature (sabto pehlan Punjabi ‘ch literature)
influence of  invasions (Greek, Turk, Arabic, Islamic, Persian) – 
(baarle lokan di Punjabi boli te asar)
timeline of  notable Punjabi writers and their works (Punjabi likhari 
te ohna diyan liktaan)
Punjabi scripts : shahmukhi/gurmukhi/devnagri
1800’s and the rise of  Urdu and its impact (1800 ‘ch Urdu da asar)
Punjabi te saraiki/multani
post independence (azaadi ton baad)
Punjabi and role of  government and media and influence of  Hindi 
(government/media da role Punjabi di chaRayee ‘ch)
modern Punjabi and its future (Punjabi da bhavikh)

On this portal, as elsewhere in other chat rooms, participants 
come to the discussion with a whole host of  web resources available 
to them, particularly Google Books and Wikipedia. The first 
contribution, presumably drawing on these resources, comes from 
Sarvar_Gill, who lists words in Punjabi that have come from other 
languages, such ‘Old Greek,’ ‘Old Iranian’, ‘Chinese (via Persian)’, 
‘Turkish (via Persian)’, ‘Portuguese (via Urdu)’, ‘French (via Urdu)’, 
‘English (mostly via Urdu)’. He also concludes:

Postby Sarvar_Gill » October 21st, 2011, 1:32 pm

baaki Arabic te Persian di list bahut lambi hai, te English wali list vi din-b-
din vadhadi ja rahi hai.
The list from Arabic and Persian is very long, and the English.
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A number of  subsequent posts continue to populate this long 
list from Arabic, Turkish, and Persian, Turkish, until Sarvar_Gill 
returns to pick up on a question that @anakhi had asked in one of  
his posts listing words for discussion:

Sarvar_Gill » October 22nd, 2011, 4:02 pm

@anakhi wrote: sabto. n pehla punjab de ilake ‘ch sanskrit bolee jandi si?
@anakhi wrote: Sanskrit was the first language to be spoken in the 
Punjab area, wasn’t it?
Bhaji Sanskrit toh pehla ethe Harappan language boli jaandi si. Sanskrit 
nu Indo-Aryan lok Punjab vich lai ke aaye. Sanskrit de bahut saare basic 
lafz isse language toh aaye han. Par unfortunately es uppar zyada research 
nahi hoi. Te mainu vi es baare koi zyada knowledge nahi, par bahut easy 
hai Sankrit di vocabulary nu Old-Iranian vocabulary naal compare karo. 
Jis Sanskrit word da bhai ya bhain tuhanu Old-Iranian vich na mile tah 
samjho usda link kidhre na kidhre Harappan language naal hai.
Brother, the first language was Harappan. Sanskrit was brought to 
the Punjab by the Indo-Aryans. Many Sanskrit words come from 
this language, but there hasn’t been enough research on this topic, 
and I also don’t know enough about the topic. But it’s very easy – 
compare the vocabulary of  Sanskrit with Old Iranian, and if  you 
don’t find a brother or sister of  the [Punjabi] word there, then you 
should understand that the word is somehow linked to the Harappan 
language.
... Noun te adjective nu high-end vocabulary keha jaanda hai te pronoun, 
verb, adverb, preposition te conjunction nu low-end vocabulary. Jado kise 
boli uppar kise baaharli boli da asar hunda hai tah sabhto vadh asar high-
end vocabulary te hunda hai. Low-end vocabulary toh saanu pata laggda 
hai ke kise boli da origin ki hai te high-end vocabulary toh pata laggda hai 
ke es uppar kehriyan-kehriyan baaharliyan boliyaan da asar hai.
Nouns, adjectives are called high-end vocabulary and pronouns, verb, 
adverb and prepositions, low-end vocabulary. When a language is 
influenced by a foreign one, then the biggest effect is on the high-end 
vocabulary. So from the low-end vocabulary we can infer the origin 
of  a language, and from the high-end vocabulary, we can identify 
which foreign languages have left their impact on it.

This move from a discussion of  loanwords, i.e. from items 
that have discrete, disconnected, histories to the phenomenon of  
language contact, i.e., to a reconstruction of  the political histories of  
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two languages is extremely important for the discussion. Not only 
does it recast the initial formulations about travelling words into a 
politics of  immigrant versus indigenous populations, in keeping with 
the invasion discourse so influential in India, it also projects it back 
into language, with the postulated (spurious, but quite delicious) 
distinction between ‘high-end’ and ‘low-end’ vocabulary.

This apparent endorsement of  an invasion theory, however, 
also indicates to the participants that a claim of  pre-Aryan antiquity 
can be made for Punjabi. The next poster, @gbssungha, moves the 
‘invasion’ back a thousand years from the ‘Muslim’ one, because:

Postby gbssungha » October 22nd, 2011, 7:54 pm

The biggest myth i guess is that Punjabi is a mixture of  Sanskrit and 
Persian!!! Most of  us do believe it, but Punjabi doesn’t sound like 
either of  them—why so? Because the backbone of  Punjabi lingo 
is not influenced by the rhythms of  either of  these two languages, 
because Punjabi in its purest form, was the language of  Indus valley 
civilisation.
... Also, my gut feeling after reading some of  the previous posts 
is that the entry of  English words into Punjabi will kill Punjabi. 
Well i guess not. I definitely will replace some old words with 
newer ones. However, the backbone of  Punjabi will remain intact. 
Speaking English phrases is definitely a concern. And if  we can 
make a beginning to start using our phrases/idioms in our language 
during our conversations I think, it will pass through into younger 
generations in pristine form.

Notice the present tense in the last comment: the property of  
being autochthonous infuses even contemporary ‘pure’ Punjabi, 
just as in the Hindutva formulation. At the same time, @gbssungha 
is aware that a simple linear connection between a pre-historic past 
and the contemporary is difficult to hold on to, as it puts the onus on 
every individual speaker of  the language to aspire to, and to pass, it 
on. Given his awareness that his own linguistic praxis—be it through 
the use of  English or even the long list of  Persian and Arabic words 
that populate the language—is less than up to the standard set 
by this elusive ideal of  purity, he is impelled to conclude that this 
purity must lie in the backbone of  the language, thereby freeing the 
individual user to borrow at will.
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The corrective to this implicit assertion of  a unique source is 
delivered by another regular, @rkahlon, who disputes the purity 
thesis by pointing out just as each of  us as well as modern day Hindi 
film icons of  Punjabi descent are hybrids (whether effected by the 
accidents of  marriage or by plastic surgery), the Punjabi language 
today can only be seen as the miscegenation of  a variety of  sources. 
‘Influence’ should be the category that is investigated, he seems to 
say, as an ‘invasion’ theory of  shared words and structures is far from 
adequate as a means to understanding what is happening in Punjabi 
today, in which English now influences the language in a manner 
similar to the Persian of  earlier times:

Postby rkahlon » October 22nd, 2011, 9:15 pm

Here is the catch.
If  Punjabi was the language of  Indus valley civilization, then why 
are the scriptures recovered from Indus Valley not deciphered as yet? 
Why can we not understand what they left?
Persia has a huge influence over present North India in everything 
from cuisine to music to languages to poetry to buildings. Similar to 
the modern day American and English influence.
Modern day Punjabi, as we know it, seems to be a mixture of  Indus 
Valley, Persian, Sanskrit, and now English. Sindh is from Harappa 
civilization, Sindhi is vaguely different from Punjabi. Not too much, 
but quite. Now scholars will say Sindhi is an offshoot of  Punjabi. 
Gujarat of  India was under Indus Valley civilization.
Dialects and languages change every 50 kms. So, there is nothing 
which belongs to pure Punjabi or pure one language, no set standards 
in my opinion. At the borders, where geographic boundaries merge, 
languages are inter-mixed.
Alexander left something Greek in us, not only in language but genes 
and looks too. So many people have sharper features, fairer colours, 
Arjun Rampal, ancestral town Majitha near Amritsar being one, 
Hrithik Roshan, another Punjabi being other one, both known as 
Greek gods in modelling world. Even though Arjun’s mom too is a 
gori.
Aishwarya Rai OTOH, after getting all this recognition, is still not 
known as Greek goddess by authentic people related to science. 
The shape of  her lips and cheeks (before she got cheek implants), 
the shape of  jaw and chin (before she underwent jaw-sharpening 
surgery) were typical of  South India.
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Persians left some other traits, architecture being the most significant. 
Europeans left fairest complexions and blue-green eyes (along with 
Alexander). Yeah, most of  Alexander was in area now belonging to 
Pakistan, but how many trade/social/marital migrations were done 
by our ancestors before 1947—who knows.
I think, we should go to know our ancestry sometime in future. Who 
all have genes similar to me?

@rkahlon’s post asks the discussants to envision the past just 
as they do the present, i. e. a transaction of  kinship and migration 
that continuously diminishes the distances between the self  and 
the Other. Although we have not moved completely outside the 
Hindutva discourse as yet—a lineage from Alexander is still more 
attractive as an ancestor than a Persian\Turkish or Arab one—but 
the possibility has been articulated at least.

The discussion that follows digresses a bit at this point, as 
more Persian and Turkish words are thrown up as examples and 
discussed, until @anakhi returns to @rkahlon’s post, and specifically 
the problem of  whether the latter’s reading of  Alexander allows 
an analogical exemption of  the Muslim ‘invaders’: If  the fact of  
the matter is that Persian and Arabic words entered the language 
through conquest by invaders, one has to conclude the history of  
Punjabi bears the marks of  the erasure of  an original culture and 
language.

Postby anakhi » October 23rd, 2011, 3:30 am

Bhaji, koi modern Punjab vich ‘sentence’ bolo te dekhyo ehde vich Persian/
Arabic/Sanskrit kinni jaade aandee aa. Eh vi kehna galt hou ke Punjabi 
kalli Persian te sanskrit to hi banee hoyee aa par ehna dovan di influence ajj 
kal di Punjabi ‘ch kaafi haiga.
Brother, if  you just take a single modern Punjabi sentence, you 
will find many Persian/Arabic. Sanskrit words in it. Although it is 
incorrect to say that Punjabi is made of  English and Persian, but it 
is also true that these are the two languages that have had the most 
influence on it.
...Bhashava. n vich tabdeelian aandiya. N ne khaas karke jado. n koi barho 
attack kare te osda raaj ho jaave. Punjab ‘ch kinne jaade kingdom bane ne 
te har ik koi apni boli chaalu kar dinde honge te khaas karke 800+ Islamic 
influence. Kinne mandir te itihasik jagavan kuchal dittian jandian ne 
‘conquests’ andar te kinna culture gavaanch jaandi hoyu
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Languages change, especially when there is a big attack and conquest. 
Punjab has had so many rulers, and each has imposed their own 
language. In the 800 plus years of  Islamic rule, so many temples and 
historic places have been destroyed and conquests have destroyed so 
much of  the culture.

Interestingly, it is @gbssungha, obviously now completely 
convinced by @rkahlon, who contests this return to the Hindutva 
trope, by offering a new way out—look at class, rather than religion, 
he says, and the rulers versus the ruled, and you will see a process in 
which there is absorption rather than elision, and a progression in 
multiculturalism. ‘High-end’ is now a metaphor to ‘high-class’:

Postby gbssungha » October 23rd, 2011, 4:32 am

@anakhi. There may be many Persian/Sanskrit words in Punjabi does 
spoken Punjabi, but does it sound like either of  them!! honestly it 
just takes a few decades or may be 2-3 generations to kill any original 
language so living 2000+ years under the rule of  non Punjabis how 
could the pristine form of  Punjabi survive, but just because the 
rulers of  Punjab were numerous and diverse and probably no one 
(including Mah. Ranjit Singh) recognised Punjabi as state language 
thus the language became a melting pot kind of  thing, absorbing 
high end words (as you say), without losing the original tone, and 
thus attained it current multicultural identity.3

@anakhi’s post also elicits a response from 5abiportal, who 
(indirectly) indicates that perhaps all talk of  ‘history’ might 
be misplaced, as that practice of  historical recording was not 
indigenous:

Postby 5jabiportal » October 23rd, 2011, 5:32 am

... The greatest draw back in India [is that] before Islamic rule, we did 
not write our own history. It was written by Greeks and the Chinese. 
We wrote Puranas supposed to be historical but they are a jungle 
of  mythology and history woven together without the slightest 
idea of  dates and chronology. Only Rajatarangini of  Kashmir is the 
indigenous chronicle that is somewhat reliable. that too was written 
after the Islamic conquests (may be influenced by Islamic history 
writing) of  the North around 11th century (but Kashmir remained 
under Hindu rule until 1339). This lead a famous historian to say, 
‘India is the only civilization without a sense of  history.’
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Rather, the conversation should be one about how words from 
all these different stocks live with each other in the language, given:

Postby 5jabiportal » October 23rd, 2011, 5:32 am (contd.)

@anakhi: did you notice me, rkahlon and sarvar are using the 
traditional Punjabi ‘lafz’ for word and not the post 60’s bookish 
copy/paste substitute from 20th century Hindi “shabad” which has a 
totally different meaning in traditional Punjabi.

The nuances of  the meaning of  lafz versus shabad constitute a 
major sub-theme of  the chatroom from now on, and various posts 
contribute to creating a cultural meaning for the words. For reasons 
of  space and discursive unity, I will not follow this strand of  discussion 
any further, just noting here that this one comment opens the space 
for a new ‘influence’ for the words of  the language—Hindi—which 
is taken up in the next post by @Sarvar_Gill.

This post first revises the discussion thus far as reflecting the four 
‘springs’ that have watered the Punjabi language, in such a way that 
every source language itself  is a hybrid constructed by the history of  
the people who spoke it:

Postby Sarvar_Gill » October 23rd, 2011, 12:24 pm

main jo conclusion kadheya hai oh eh hai ke Punjabi vich jo lafzaan da 
samundar hai oh ehna 4 chashmeya (springs) vichon nikaleya hai.
The conclusion that I have reached is that the ocean of  words in the 
Punjabi languages has been watered by four springs:
1. Sanskrit
2. Language ‘X’
3. Persian
4. European Languages
1. Sanskrit: pehli gall eh ke bahut saare Indians ajj vi eh mannan nu tyaar 
nahi ke Sanskrit di origin India toh bahar (Central Asia) di hai.
(a) Sanskrit di low-end vocabulary Persian te European languages de zyada 
nazdeek hai bajaye ke South Indian Dravidian languages de.
(b) Eh genetic studies toh vi clear hai ke North Indian (including Pakistani), 
Iranian te European loka de haplogroups da origin Central Asia vich hi 
hoya hai.
Although many Indians are not ready to believe that Sanskrit’s origin 
is from outside India, [it is nevertheless true] because (a) The low-
end vocabulary of  Sanskrit is closer to European rather than the 
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Dravidian languages, and (b) Genetic studies show that North Indian 
(including Pakistani), Iranian, and European haplogroups originated 
in Central Asia.
Sanskrit nu je appa Punjabi di maa keh dayiye tah koi galat gall nahi, kyu 
ke Punjabi di saari low-end vocabulary isse toh aayi hai. Par sanskrit toh 
aaye saare lafz takreeban apni shakal badal chukke han, kujh chuninda lafz 
hi han jinha di shakal hu-b-hu kaim hai.
There is nothing wrong in calling Sanskrit the mother of  Punjabi, 
because all of  latter’s low-end vocabulary has come from it. But [also 
recognize that] most of  these Sanskrit words have been completely 
altered in their shape, and only a few remain.

The post continues with a discussion of  the ‘Language X’ 
hypothesis, mainly clarifying that there is no real evidence that 
unambiguously identifies it as ‘Harappan’. He then moves to Persian, 
which is now recast as itself  a hybrid language of  administrators:

Postby Sarvar_Gill » October 23rd, 2011, 12:24 pm (contd.)

3. Persian: Persian nu sabh toh pehlaan Punjab vich Mahmud Ghaznavi 
ne laagu keeta koi 1000 AD de aas-paas. par Punjab vich Persian likhan te 
samjhan wale mulazima di kami kaaran Sanskrit nu vi naal-naal as an 
official language warteya jaanda reha. Pher 1200 AD de aas-paas political 
turmoil karan Central Asia (Balkh-Bukhara) toh bahut saare lok migration 
karke Punjab vich aa gaye. So Persian likhan te parhan waleya di ginnti 
vadhu ho gayi te Sanskrit nu sarkaari daftaraan vichon khatam kar ditta 
geya. 1849 vich Sikh Raj de khatam hon tak Persian iklauti hi sarkaari 
zubaan bani rahi.
Persian was first used as an official language in the Punjab by 
Mahmud Ghazni in about 1000 AD. But since there was a paucity 
of  administrators who could write and work with Persian, the use 
of  Sanskrit as an official language also remained. After that, when 
there was turmoil in Central Asia, many people knowledgeable in 
the language came as migrants to the Punjab. Soon the numbers 
of  Persian-knowing scribes in government offices outranked those 
who knew Sanskrit, and the latter stopped being used. From then 
until 1849, when the Sikh Raj ended, Persian was the sole official 
language.
Persian di aap di koi 30% vocabulary Arabic toh aayi hoi hai. eh saari 
vocabulary koi 800-900 AD de aas-paas Persian vich aayi. te Persian vich 
kujh lafz Turkish zubaan de vi han kyu ke jinha khaandana ne Iran te 
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Central Asia te mostly raj keeta ohna da background Turkic hi si. even 
India vich vi Ghaznavi, Ghulam, Khalaji, Tughlaq te Mughal vi Turkic 
background de hi san. baaki Persian de bahute lafz hu-b-hu osse shakal vich 
aaye. sirf  kujh ku ne jo deform hoye ne.
The vocabulary of  Persian itself  is 30% Arabic, which came to it 
in 800-900 AD. Some words of  Persian are also Turkish, because 
the lineages that ruled in Iran and Central Asia were of  Turkish 
backgrounds – even in India, Ghaznavi, Ghulams, Khailjis and 
Mughals were of  a Turkish background.
[concerning Persian words in Punjabi] ...Most Persian words came 
into the language as they were; only a few were deformed.

By casting both Sanskrit and Persian as languages of  adminis-
tration, @Sarvar_Gill provides an alternative conceptualization of  
history that has begun to counter the Hindutva discourse. Invaders 
may well invade, but all the sounds that accompany them are the 
clash of  the swords and the whinnying of  horses; it is only after the 
invasion that their language takes root, and only when a critical 
mass of  the speakers of  those languages is reached. That can only 
be affected by peaceful migration and adoption in the community to 
which the languages are brought. Not only was this true of  Persian, 
he goes on to say, it is true of  English as well:

Postby Sarvar_Gill » October 23rd, 2011, 12:24 pm (contd.)

English naal Punjabi da link 1800 AD de aas-paas jurheya. 1849 vich Persian 
nu hata ke English te Urdu nu sarkaari zubaan bana ditta geya. Pher ohi 
problem aayi jo Mahmud Ghaznavi nu aayi si. English te Urdu likhan-
parhan wale mulazim Punjab vich ghatt san. So es kami nu poora karan 
layi Bengal te UP toh mulazima di badali (transfer) Punjab vich keeti gayi. 
Shayad “babu” lafz isse zamane vich hi Bengali toh Punjabi vich aaya. Te 
pehla-pehel aaon wale English lafz vi Urdu de raaste hi Punjabi vich aaye. 
Pher shayad 1900 toh baad mulazim Punjab vicho hi milan lagg paye. 1950 
tak takreeban ungliyan te ginne jaan wale English de kujh ke lafz hi Punjabi 
vich san. 1970-1980 toh baad English de siddhe exposure karan dharha-
dhar Punjabi vich aaon lagg paye. Te yakeen manneyo eh apni generation 
hi hai jo bulk vich English de lafz Punjabi vich lai aayi hai.
The connection between English and Punjabi was forged around 
1800. In 1849, when English was made the official language removing 
Urdu, the same problem that confronted Mahmud Ghazni cropped 
up again. There were only a few people literate in English and Urdu 
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writers in Punjab, so as a remedy, officials from Bengal and UP were 
transferred here, and perhaps the word babu came to Punjabi via 
Urdu in this period. It was only from about 1900, that such people 
literate in English began to be produced in the Punjab. [as far as 
English words are concerned], until 1950 you could find the English 
words in Punjabi on your fingers, but since 1970-80, they have been 
streaming in, because of  the increased exposure to English. You must 
accept it as truth that it is our generation that has brought the bulk of  
English words into the language.

By this masterstroke, the discourse of  language purism and 
of  English as a threat has been laid to rest—for the most part, it is 
the speakers of  Punjabi (rather than some mythical invader) who 
have changed the language. I say for the most part, because the post 
concludes with a less than benign fifth influence:

Postby Sarvar_Gill » October 23rd, 2011, 12:24 pm (contd.)

Eh 4 chashmeya toh ilaawa ik panjwa “Pump” vi hai, oh hai neo-Sanskrit.
5. Neo-Sanskrit (via Hindi): 1960-1970 vich Punjabi University Patiala 
bannan toh baad, saade scholars ne Hindi dictionaries te textbooks toh 
annhewaah vocabulary copy karni shuru kar ditti. eh vocabulary bahute 
Punjabiyaan nu hajam na hoi te nateeja eh hoya ke aam bolchaal vich 
English de lafz Punjabi vich aaone shuru ho gaye.
Besides these four streams however, there is a fifth ‘pump’ as well: neo-
Sanskrit, via Hindi. After the establishment of  the Punjabi University 
of  Patiala in 1960-70, our scholars just copied the Hindi vocabulary 
and textbooks blindly. This vocabulary was so artificial that as a 
result, many Punjabis began to use English words in Punjabi.’

@gbssungha’s response to this post is appreciative, and takes 
care of  the few remaining wrinkle in @Sarvar_Gill’s proposed 
history of  the ocean that is Punjabi—how does the language of  
‘foreign’ administrators and rulers become the language of  the 
people? Adopting Sarvar-Gill’s thesis, @gbssungha re-envisions the 
history of  the Punjab in a way that keeps ordinary people at the 
centre of  the language:

Postby gbssungha » October 23rd, 2011, 4:24 pm

...Naale historically sirf  Punjab te raaj karan valaa hi India te raaj kar 
sakya (1947 tak daa vadda sach). Iss layee foreigners ne sabb ton vadh 
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Punjab de ilaake vaali janta nun influence karan di koshish kiti. Par vadiya 
gall eh hoi ki iss saari intermixing naal Punjabi multicultural language ban 
gayee. tee survive/flourish kar gee. Naale sochan vaali gall eh hai ki eh saari 
intermixing jaroor masses nen kiti hoye gi. Kyon ki jadon takk anpad banda 
koi akhar/lafz naheen apnoda udon takk eh akhar pristine boli daa hissa 
naheen ban sakdaa.
Historically, only he who has ruled Punjab has ruled the world (a truth 
until 1947). That is why that all these foreigners tried to influence 
the Punjabi people. Nevertheless, the greatest consequence of  all 
this has been that this intermixing had made Punjabi a multicultural 
language. It has survived and flourished. And another thing to ponder 
over is that this intermixing must have been brought about by the 
masses, because until an unlettered man does not own up a word or 
script, it cannot become a part of  the core language. ’

This thesis also enables him to make sense of  the approach one 
may take to the use of  English words in Punjabi. Whereas his earlier 
position had been one of  outright rejection, the understanding 
that he now has problematises it—if  borrowing is something that 
is done by the people, it cannot be wrong, rather it is only when it 
is foisted upon the people (from within or without), that it is to be 
condemned:

Postby gbssungha » October 23rd, 2011, 4:24 pm

... Sabh ton vadhiya tareeka ahi England vich Punjabi compulsory karva 
ke. Lol, kyon ke saari angreji taan geetaan thru England ton hi Indian 
Punjab jaan Bollywood pahunch rahee hai. Parr ajj mainu lagda hai ki iss 
trend non hor 10 ku saal chalde rehan dena chaahida hai. Kyon eh Sanskrit 
promote karan valiyan laye jyada haanikarak hai.
...the best thing would be to make Punjabi compulsory in England, 
as this is the main route by which English is reaching the Indian 
Punjab and Bollywood. However, now that I come to think of  it, let 
this trend actually continue for another ten years, because it is these 
promoters of  Sanskrit that are the most dangerous of  all.
Baaki ikk swaal hor hai ki apaan Punjabi de vich sanskrit introduce karan 
vaale insiders daa naam vagaira kithon pata karyae. Kyon baithe taan saale 
sadiyaan universatian jaan akhbaaran de daftaran de ander hi han. Te 
nale Punjabi language de departments de vich. kyonke, ehnaan non jutiaan 
de haar paune bahut jarrori han time waste keete bina. Je kisse non mere 
comments derogatory laggan taan bhulchuk maaf.
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But you also have to tell me where one can find the names of  these 
insiders who introduced this neo-Sanskrit into our Punjabi. Why 
do they hide in Universities, in newspaper offices and in Punjabi 
Language departments? We should not waste a moment in garlanding 
them with a necklace of  shoes... forgive me if  my comments sound 
derogatory.

Moreover, even though this thinking through of  the politics 
of  loans and borrowings in terms of  the categories of  power and 
prestige can produce discomfiting results—could it be that the use 
of  a word like shabad was an act of  resistance to the imposed Persian 
lafz? The understanding that language is a historical object that can 
only formulate or answer those political questions relevant to its 
historical period is so robust that there is no need to return to the 
Hindutva thesis to address them.

Postby gbssungha » October 24th, 2011, 1:27 am

@anakhi The natural fusion of  other languages into any language 
enriches it, while artificial / political intrusion of  words destroys it. 
I guess shabad has been used in right context by guru Nanak and 
may be lafz can’t replace the meaning but artificial is what we should 
detest. Who knows may be our gurus were trying to fight the artificial 
intrusion of  Persian words, while today is a different story. I guess we 
should feel proud to use any word in Punjabi, which doesn’t make 
our language sound artificial/ redundant.

The awareness that has been brought about by this intense 
discussion is not @gbssungha’s alone. In all the posts that follow, 
there is not only a working out of  the politics of  ‘neo-Sanskrit’, 
but also a re-envisioning of  the past in which Sikhs, Hindus, and 
Muslims are all equal participants are the creation of  a Punjabiyat 
that includes in it not only Punjabi, but also Hindi and Urdu.

Postby 5jabiportal » October 25th, 2011, 5:18 am

This post 60’s substitution of  these words into general Punjabi was 
deliberately done to move the language away from what was wrongly 
thought as Urdu words. The words which actually were in Punjabi 
first from its beginning. Urdu was born much later.

And others reach the conclusion that the literary idiom of  
Punjabiyat is not only Punjabi, but a necessarily hybrid Urdu as 
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well. And although not all traces of  communal discourse have been 
conquered (note the implication that the film Khans supporting 
Javed Akhtar because he is a Muslim), an understanding that a 
cultural education must draw on diverse sources for enrichment has 
been reached:

Postby rkahlon » October 27th, 2011, 7:24 am

I believe that Punjabi generations of  today should be exposed to 
older Punjabi literature before Batalavi, and some Urdu literature to 
revive novelty in originality of  poems and lyrics.
I was talking about Gulzar. Khans support Javed Akhtar for obvious 
reasons, and Akhtar is an Urdu scholar. His language is technically 
excellent but he lags behind Gulzar in expression.
Gulzar’s language is very rich and expression tugs at heart. He has 
a Punjabiat in him. His language is always a mixture of  need of  the 
character to popular language around with few new words, else he 
would not have survived 60 years, from ‘Mora Gora Rang Lai Le’ to 
‘Beedi Jalai Le’. Javed’s is chaste Urdu more often than not, Gulzar’s 
is Urdu+Punjabi+ Hindi+English words at time, with Urdu and 
Punjabi predominating.

The discussion still continues on Punjabiportal.com. When I last 
accessed the post on November 4, 2011, its members are engaged in 
forming new scientific vocabulary for the language, and trying to 
find an answer @anakhi’s pressing question:

Postby anakhi » November 2nd, 2011, 1:02 am

My question is that Punjab has a very multicultural past whether 
it be religions (Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim, Sikh) or the influence of  
languages (Sanskrit and its variants Prakrit/Pali, Persian, Arabic, and 
in the modern era: Punjabi, Hindi, Urdu, English). Now if  we are 
to enrich the language, and a word which doesn’t exist in “modern 
Punjabi”, then which branch of  language do we use, Persian/
Sanskrit/Urdu/Hindi?

It is as yet unclear what the answer to this question is, but 
even as I write, the excitable @gbssungha has vowed to monitor 
Punjabi newspapers and television channels for the use of  artificial 
words in his beloved language, and to take them to task as soon as 
possible.
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concLusIon

I would like to end this essay with a final remark about the role of  
language scholarship in informing popular culture that this essay has 
revealed. It seems to me that my attempt at writing a history for 
my city fails and the Punjabiportal.com’s one succeeds essentially 
for the same reason—the availability of  a community invested in the 
language(s), a public space for a free and wide-ranging discussion, 
and an accessible and dialogic language scholarship on matters 
relating to Indian languages. Indian linguists have long been aware 
that it is not alone they who tell the (his)stories of  Indian languages, 
and that when they cannot, members of  the community do. With 
the spread of  a web culture, the 21st century represents an ideal 
opportunity for linguists to become part of  language communities’ 
efforts in making sense of  their past and present, and building for 
the future. Any takers for www.indianlanguagehistories.com?

notes

 1. Cited by Smith 2009 as a proverb 
 2. Translation from an excellent online blog dedicated to the 

interpretation of  Urdu poetry <http://urdustuff.blogspot.
com/2008/ 04/ghalib-jaur -se- baaz- aaye-par-baaz-aaye.html>. 

 3. Interestingly @gbssungha appears to suggest, by the remainder of  
the post, that this ‘multiculturalism’, may not only be in the past, but 
also in the present, in the form of  dialects. However, this issue is not 
taken up by the other participants, and he himself  does not return to 
it (yet).
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